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1 
Many areas of algebraic number theory give rise to a study of the values 
taken by a linear form, whose variables are restricted to lie inside a fixed, 
finitely generated subgroup of a number field. The following is a list (but 
not exhaustive) of such areas: 
1. norm and discriminant form equations; 
2. linear recurrence sequences; 
3. integer points on elliptic curves; 
4. abelian, normal integral bases. 
In each case there is an underlying algebraic number field K, a finite set 
S of valuations of K, and non-zero constants cO, . . . . c, from K; the particular 
problem is reduced to the study of the values taken by the expression 
coxo + ... +cnx,, (1) 
where the xi are restricted to the group of S-units of K, written U, (see 
Section 3 for definitions). 
Sometimes (1) is set to zero and the possible solutions are sought. 
Schlickewei in [lo] studied an important special case of this. Evertse in 
[4] studied the general case and showed that up to a suitably defined 
notion of degeneracy, the equation 
c,x,+ ... + c,x, = 0, (2) 
where XiE U,, has only finitely many solutions. From this one may deduce, 
for example, that a non-degenerate, hyper-elliptic curve contains only 
finitely many (S - ) integral points. 
In other cases the non-zero values taken by (1) are considered, for exam- 
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pie, with a view to obtaining the rate of growth. This is much more the 
point of view in areas 2 and 4. The reader interested in seeing more details 
is advised to consult [S] for area 1, [4, 51 for area 2, [12] for area 3, and 
[3] for area 4. Suffice to say, the study of the values taken by (1) has 
invoked two very powerful tools from the theory of diophantine 
approximation. One is Baker’s Theorem on linear forms in logarithms of 
algebraic numbers (see Cl]). The other is Schmidt’s Subspace Theorem 
and its p-adic generalisation by Schlickewei, which is a generalisation of 
Roth’s Theorem on approximation of algebraic numbers by rational 
numbers (see [l 1 I). For example, Evertse’s result [4] relies heavily upon 
the latter. 
Two kinds of degeneracy are encountered in the study of (1). One arises 
from the possibility of multiplication by elements of U,. To avoid this we 
work projectively. Define P”(K) to be the n-dimensional projective space 
over K. That is, the set of all (n + l)-tuples (x,, . . . . x,) with X~E K, where 
two such are identified if they differ by a non-zero scalar multiple. In the 
sequel attention is restricted to “projective” vectors x = (x0, . . . . x,) where 
xi E U,, the group of S-units. Denote the set of all such by .Y’“( V,). 
Another kind of degeneracy arises from the presence of vanishing 
sub-sums. Therefore, a natural condition to insist upon is 
i c,x,#O V{i, . ..) i,) c (0, . ..) n}. (3) 
j=l 
In his paper [4] Evertse showed that these two degeneracies account for 
all but finitely many of the solutions of (2). He studied the values taken by 
the expression 
where _c denotes the vector of coefficients _c = (c,,, . . . . c,,). This is compared 
with the projective height of x, delined by 
H(x) = n max { I x0 I “, . . . . I x, I u >. (5) 
Here the product runs over all the valuations of K. This is rather wasteful 
when x E P’“( Us), in that case the definition simplifies to 
x E 9°C Us), fJ@)= JJ max{ Ixolv, . . . . 1x,1,}. 
Evertse proved that N,(x) =0 for only finitely many XECP”(U~) with (3). 
On the other hand one expects that the non-zero values are about as large 
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as they could be (see [9], where another important special case was 
considered). Evertse showed that in the general case, if condition (3) is 
modified to 
,g, c,x,#O V{i,, . ..) i,} E 10, . ..) n) (6) 
then for all E > 0, there is a constant d(s) > 0 such that all x E CP( U,) with 
(6) satisfy 
Nc(x)>dH(x)‘-“. (7) 
This is to be compared with the upper bound, obtained trivially, 
d’H(x)>N,(x). (8) 
The time seems right to investigate the following value-counting 
function; for positive, real q define 
N<(q)= #(x~P”(U~):(6)holdsandN,(x)<q). (9) 
The main theorem in this paper gives the first two terms of an asymptotic 
formula for N,(q). Recall that the structure of U, is well known, U, is a 
finitely-generated (abelian) group. Write s for the torsion-free rank. We 
impose the following (fairly serious) condition. Assume that a basis exists 
for U,, ur, . . . . us, with the property that for every u E S, the real numbers 
log I&IL,, i= 1, . ..) s, generate a Q-space of dimension 2 or greater. For 
example, this will be the case if S = S, and s > 1. 
THEOREM. The following asymptotic formula is valid for N,.(q) (see (9)), 
N,,(q)=~,(logq)““+I(/,(logq)““~‘+o((logq)””-I), as q+co, (10) 
where + 1, ti2 are non-zero constants. 
Notes. 1. The constant $, is independent of _c, it takes the form 
(11) 
where 0 # 19, E Q is a combinatorial constant, depending upon n only, and 
where w  and R, denote, respectively, the number of roots of unity and the 
S-regulator of K. The form of (11) is obtainable directly from the methods 
in this paper but this is unnecessary given Note 3 below and the Appendix 
to this paper. 
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2. The form of e2 in (10) is not so easy to recognise directly. 
However, it seems very likely (see Note 3) that 
where 8,, 0,, e4 are rational, combinatorial constants, and h*(K) is the 
“average height” defined in the Appendix to this paper. 
3. In a recent paper [2], a study was made of the Dirichlet series 
q4 = c uog N,(x))-=, ZEC, (13) 
where the summation is made over all x E Y”( U,) which satisfy (6). The 
result of (7) implies that only finitely many x E 9”( U,) yield N,(x) = 1 so 
these can be excluded without harming the kind of results sought. It 
was shown (actually, for the case n = 2) that N,(z) has half-plane of 
convergence Re(z) > ns with meromorphic continuation to Re(z) > ns - 2. 
In the larger half-plane there are two simple poles, at z = ns and z = ns - 1. 
A Tauberian theorem (see, for example, [S] ) can be applied to yield 
&(d = $,(h3 4)“” + 4(1% qn, as q-+co, 
directly from the analytic information about N,(z). The constant $i arises 
from the residue of N,(z), (13), at z = rzs. The form of Jfz in (10) ought to 
follow from that of the residue of N,(z) at the “second pole along,” 
z = ns - 1. There is a procedure for converting data about neighbouring 
simple poles into a formula of the type (lo), namely Perron’s formula. 
However this depends upon a growth estimate for N,(z) in the strip 
ns - 1~ Re(z) < ns, an estimate we are unable to provide (although it does 
not seem overfanciful to expect one). 
4. The assumption on the values log I ui( u represents a genuine 
dichotomy. If this condition is not fulfilled then we can do no better in the 
Theorem than give the main term in (10) together with an error term 
which is big 0 of the second term. Apparently, any attempt to derive a 
formula like (10) from the behaviour of the complex function (13) would 
need to take account of this feature. 
A better appreciation of this can be obtained by doing the case n = 2, 
s = 1, directly. Or more simply, by trying to count the lattice points 
0 < m, n in the region eX + ey < q, of the x - y plane. 
The proof of the Theorem involves an approach analogous to that 
developed in [2]. However, there are some key differences. In this paper, 
alongside the diophantine approximation machinery, heavy use is made of 
the theory of uniform distribution of sequences. This feature does not 
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appear explicitly in the method of [2]. Conversely, the results in the 
Proposition in Section 3 can be obtained independently of [2] which 
means that the results in this paper imply those of [2], apart from the form 
of the constant tiz in (12). This is a little unsatisfactory since the two 
methods “ought” to be equivalent. 
This part of the proof has been isolated as Section 2. In a way the 
ancestry goes back to [7]. In that paper Hardy and Littlewood consider 
a right triangle whose sides are fixed on the x --y axes. The hypotenuse 
makes an angle with irrational tangent tl to one of the sides. Now the 
triangle is “blown-up” by a factor Q and the number of interior lattice 
points is counted, as a function of Q. They obtained the first two terms of 
an asymptotic formula. The shape of the error term depends upon the 
continued fraction expansion of CI. That is not the approach used in this 
paper. Our method allows no improvement of the error term but does 
admit generalisation to higher dimensions. 
Section 3 begins with some definitions of terms and ends with a Proposi- 
tion recording a massive non-uniformity of distribution of the elements 
x EJF( U,). In Section 4 an attempt is made to justify the claims in 
Section 3. This can be achieved by combining results of [Z] with a well 
known fact about Dirichlet series, provided the reader is prepared to accept 
that results in [2] proved for the case n = 2 admit a generalisation of the 
same kind. 
The result in (7) appears to be about best possible given (8). However, 
it requires some refinement in order to be applicable. The lower bound (7) 
is augmented by better approximations, based upon the geometric 
considerations of Section 3. This is provided in Section 5, together with the 
“glueing” process which combines the earlier results. 
2 
Suppose D is a convex region inside KY” and Q > 0. Let D, denote the 
region 
D,= {dQ: de D}. 
Write N,(Q) for the number of lattice points in D,. That is, all _t E Z” with 
ZEDQ. 
Suppose p is a polyhedron inside R”. Let Fi denote a face of Cp. 
associated to the linear form &(J), y E 88” (so that Fi is a portion of the 
hyperplane &(y) = 1). We will assume that !$I is m-dimensional in the sense 
that the linear- forms Li(y) have rank m. We say that ‘$3 is well-placed 
if each L,(y) has at least two coefficients which are linearly independent 
over Q. - 
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LEMMA 1. Assuming that the polyhedron is well-placed, there is an 
asymptotic formula, 
N,(Q)=8,Qm+e6Qm-‘+o(Qm-*) as Q+co. 
ProojI This falls into two parts. Write c, for the unit cube with centre 
x. In the first part estimate the number of x E H” with c, c ‘pQ. Write a’$, 
for the boundary of Fpo, so that a’$, = UFi(Q), where Fi(Q) is a portion 
of the hyperplane Li(_y) = Q. Clearly 
vol(‘$Jp,) = # (SE Z”: c, = QpQl+ 1 WC, l-l P)a), (14) 
where the sum in (14) runs over all x such that c, n 13!J3o # 0. The left 
hand side of this expression is clearly a polynomial in Q of degree m. 
Enumerate the faces Fi(Q), . . . . FN( Q). Those x with c, n Fi(Q) n 
Fj(Q)#O, i#j, are at most O(QmP2) in number. So assume i<s fixed and 
consider only those 5 for which c, n d’f.3, c Fi (Q). The following sequence 
is obtained, 
ui(X, Q)=vol(~,nF~(Q)). (15) 
The face F,(Q) is determined by the linear form L,(y) so that all y E Fi(Q) 
must satisfy 
(16) 
If aik # 0, the distance along the k-axis between the point t = (t,, . . . . t,) 
and the face F,(Q) is given by 
ddf, Q) = ai’(Q - h(t)). (17) 
Now the cube c, will intersect the hyperplane L,(y) = Q non-trivially if and 
only if for every k with aik # 0 
I &(x9 Q)l G ejky (18) 
where eik is constant, depending upon the coefficients of &(_y) only. 
We claim that the values of d&, Q) are uniformly distributed within the 
interval [ -ejk, elk]. The proof of this, essentially by induction, uses Weyl’s 
criterion but we must take into account the inequalities which determine 
Fi(Q). Consider the sum 
C e(Li(X)/aik) = 1 e(L,(x)/a, - xk), 
x z; 
(19) 
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where e( * ) = exp(2ni*) (i’ = - 1 here!), and the sum runs over all x for 
which c, n Fi (Q) # 0. The well-placedness condition guarantees that at 
least one of the coefficients of the form 
L:(g) = L,(s) - xk 
aik ’ 
s’= bj),fk, 
is irrational, call it a,. 
The sum in (19) is a sum over a system of linear inequalities in the 
variables xj, j # k. It breaks up into a finite sum of sub-sums where, in 
particular, the variable x, will be constrained to satisfy inequalities, 
E;(x”) <x, < F*(f), ?” = txj)j+ k,l. 
For ease assume that we live entirely in the “2”-tant”: x, >O, i= 1, . . . . m. 
Then we can estimate the number of x, to be counted, by 
0 
This part of the sum will certainly be 
by the l-dimensional version of Weyl’s criterion using the fact that a, is 
irrational. Now the whole sum can be estimated as 
For the range of summation we can afford to be generous and allow each 
x, to satisfy 
O<X,<AjQ, Ai constant. 
Then the final estimate for the sum is o(Q” - ’ ) as desired. 
This establishes the claim but it does not follow that the sequence 
~~(5, Q) is uniformly distributed. These values are obtained by evaluating 
a function fin m variables on the region 
[--eil, e;,] x ... x [ -ej,, eim]. 
The variables are uniformly distributed if aik #O, otherwise they are 
constant (as it were), taking the value 1. The function is continuous (even 
piecewise polynomial) on the m variables. 
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c Ui(X, e, 
cxn F)(Q) + 0 
can be estimated by evaluating the integral 
and multiplying by the number of terms in the sum. The error term will be 
little o of the main term. This follows from the definition of integration 
using random variables in place of step functions. The number of terms in 
the sum, i.e., the number of x E Z” for which c, n Fi(Q) # @, is 
07Qm-’ +o(Q”-‘). (20) 
This is a special case of the uniformity of distribution argument already 
given. Thus 
c Ui(Xp Q)=e,Q"'-' +o(Q~-') as Q-co. (21) 
c,nF,(Q)+0 
Summing over the faces gives, 
#{~EZ~:C,C~~~=B~Q~+~~~Q~-~+~(Q*-~) as Q- cc. (22) 
It remains to count 
#{xEZm:XE~Q,c,nalOQ#O}. (23) 
This follows from the uniformity of distribution-this time adjust the 
inequality (18) so that x is forced to lie inside ‘!$Jo. The following is 
obtained 
#{pZ”:gEq3 Q, c,nWQ#O} =ellQm-1+4Qm-1) as Q-+co. 
(24) 
The lemma is obtained by combining (22) and (24). 
3 
Let K denote an algebraic number field of finite degree over Q, with ring 
of algebraic integers 0,. In CI an absolute value is an equivalence class of 
valuations (one for each prime p together with the usual infinite, or 
archimedean, absolute value). Assume they are chosen so that the product 
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formula holds. For each prime ideal Cp of 0, chose a valuation ( 1% in the 
following way; if ‘p Jp choose 1 1 ‘p to extend 1 JP so that 
With these definitions, the product formula for K holds, 
n /al,= 1, VaEK*. (25) 
where u runs over all the valuations of K. Notice that the product formula 
(25) guarantees there is no ambiguity in the definitions (4) and (5). 
Suppose S is a finite set of valuations of K containing the archimedean 
valuations (written S,). Write Us for the set of all a E K with 
]al,.= 1 whenever v 4 S. 
This set forms a group under multiplication and the structure is well 
known to be 
U,r TxZ”, (26) 
where T denotes the (finite) group of roots of unity in K, where 1 S I= s + 1, 
and it is understood that compiex, archimedean valuations are counted in 
conjugate pairs. One further assumption that prevails in the sequel is that 
whenever S contains the valuation 1 jV extending the valuation ) IP on Q 
then it contains all the valuations which extend 1 JP. 
Given v E S write 
H,(x)=m;x llx,lcf (27) 
so that (5) becomes 
H(x)= n H,(x). (28 1 
DES 
Define Hz(x) to be the second largest member of the set { / x0 I”, .,., I x,, 1 u ), 
HZ*(x) to be the third. Repetitions are allowed so we might have 
H,(x) = H:(x), etc. 
Given A, > 0, B, > 1, define 
= u,= fmx) xEP(U,):VvES,- 
H”(X) 
<A,exp[-B,loglogH(x)] 
(29) 
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Also, 
K?*(x) xE9yUs):vvEsS,--- H (x) <A, exp[: - B, log log H(x)1 
L, 
(30) 
These come with counting functions, 
H(q)= #{xEP”(U~): H(x)<q), 
K,(q)= #{-=Ui,:H(x)<q}, 
and 
&o(q) = # (x E 0,: H(x) <q}. 
(31) 
Recall the assumption that a basis of U, exists, ul, . . . . U, with the property 
that for every v E S, the real numbers log 1 ui 1 L, generate a Q-space of dimen- 
sion greater than or equal to 2. 
PROPOSITION. The following asymptotic formulae are valid as q + co: 
(i) H(q) = 8,, (log q)“‘+ 8,,(log q)“‘- ’ + o((log q)“‘- ‘), 
(ii) I>E>O, H,(q)=H(q)+o((logq)““-I+“), 
(iii) 1 > E > 0, PO(q) = H(q) + o((log q)ns-2+E). 
Given v E S there are n + 1 possibilities for max ( ) xi 1 u >. As v varies, label all 
possibilities for all orderings of 1 x0 Iv, . . . . lx,, Iu (v E S) by I EL. Then write 
fi,,,(q) for those x E oI, corresponding to 1 E L : 
(iv) flo.Jq) = 0r4(log q)“‘+ 0,,(log q)ns-l + o((log q)“‘+ ‘). 
4 
Suppose L’;‘, ,,., Lz, . . . . Ly, . . . . Lz are linear forms on Iw” with L3, 
j= 1, . . . . s, linearly independent for fixed i. Suppose also that for all i, j the 
coefftcients of Li”, are linearly independent over Q. For each i, define Lp+’ 
by 
s+l 
,;, L? = 0. (32) 
Extend Ly to V= [w” 0 . . . @ [w” (n copies) by setting 
L?(x) = LY(xJ = LF((&) .*., x,)), (33) 
where x = (x,, . . . . x,) E V, xi E W. 
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(Notice that the symbol x is reserved exclusively for x E S”“( U,).) Define, 
s+l 
M(S)= C Mj(X)3 SE v. (35) 
j= 1 
Write I/, for the integer points in V, i.e., 
I/,= (x=(x , , . . . . x,) E I/: xi E Z” for each ii. (36) 
We must assume that all of the Ly have the property that their coef- 
ficients generate a Q-space of dimension 2 or greater. To interpret the con- 
ditions in (29) and (30) define MT(x) to be the second largest member of 
the set (0, L?(x)), also M,?*(x) denotes the third largest (again, allowing 
repetitions). Define, 
vO= {SE v,:vjM;C(x)-Mj(x)6e,,(j)-e,,(j)10gM(x)}, (37) 
v()‘“{(XE v,:Vj’iMi**(x)-Mj(x)$0,,(j)-8,,(j)lOgM(x)}. (38) 
Nominally, the constants e,,(j), 0r7( j) depend upon j (they correspond to 
the A,, B, in (29), (30)). However, we will see that they play no explicit 
role. The following counting functions correspond to (31) for Q > 0: 
M(Q)= ++EGM(,~)<Q,, 
and 
M,(e)=#(x~l/,:M(~:)<e,, (39) 
A,(Q)=#{~E~~:M(~)<Q}. 
LEMMA 2. The following asymptotic formulae are valid: 
(i) M(Q)=e,,Q""+e,,Q~~-'+o(Qns--l), 
(ii) 1 >E>O, M,(Q)=M(Q)+o(Q’~+~+‘), 
(iii) 1 >E>O, ~@,JQ)=M(Q)+o(Q”~-~+~). 
Also, count those x with a particular Ly fixed as largest, for i= 1, . . . . n. 
The indexing set L used in the statement of the Proposition comes into action 
again. Write GO,[(Q) for those 3~ vO corresponding to 1~ L: 
(iv) A,,(~)=e,,~~~+e,,~fl~-l+o(Qn~-‘). 
Proof (i) This follows from Lemma 1 because the set 
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is an ns-dimensional polyhedron inside V. The conditions on the coef- 
ficients of the L? guarantee that the polyhedron is well placed. 
(ii) and (iii). In the paper [2] referred to in the introduction we 
considered analogues of these results but for suitably defined complex 
series. For the case n = 2 we examined (compare with (39)) 
M(z) = c M(&)-Z, 
XEVZ 
M,(z) = c Mx)-‘, (40) 
“E vo 
h&)(z) = 1 M($)-z, ZEC. 
XP PO 
It was proved that M(z) has half-plane of convergence Re(z) > ns with a 
meromorphic continuation to Re(z) >ns- 2. In the larger half-plane it 
exhibits simple poles at z = ns, ns - 1 but no other singularities. Also 
MO(Z) - M(z) 
is analytic for Re(z) > ns - 1, 
~oc4 -M(z) 
is analytic for Re(z) > ns - 2. 
Now it is well known (see [6]) that if the series 
has half-plane of convergence Re(z) > N then the following holds: 
E>O, #{n:i,<Q}=o(QN+‘) as Q-co. 
This implies that for n= 2, M,(z)-M(z) is o(Q~~-‘+‘) while i@,,(z)- 
M(z) is o(QzSP2+‘). 
The techniques in [2] give the same results for n 2 2 and parts (ii) and 
(iii) follow at once. 
(iv) The polyhedron in the proof of (i) has boundary defined by the 
equation M(x) = Q. The choice of 2~ L fixes a particular Ly (or 0) as 
largest among (0, L4, . . . . Lz). We are trying to count those elements of V, 
which lie inside a “tetrahedron” formed by the face of M(x) = Q corre- 
sponding to ZE L and the hyperplanes defined by setting Mj(x) = MT(x). 
Counting the lattice points inside the tetrahedron employs an argument 
identical to that in the proof of Lemma 1. The essence is that the lattice 
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points are counted inside a region bounded by hyperplanes. The boundary 
may contain lattice points but that does not create a problem. The total 
number will be approximately the volume of the region containing them. 
The key to obtaining a 3-term asymptotic formula is that near the face of 
the original polyhedron (which “moves away” from the origin as Q 
increases) lattice points are at most 0(Qme2) in number. This is because 
of the condition on the numbers log ) II, iI,, i = 1, . . . . s. 
Proof of Proposition 1 (by identification). There is a logarithmic map 
2: u,+ RSfl 
U~m%it I4A.E.~ 
(counting complex conjugate archimedean valuations in pairs). Clearly the 
components sum to zero, and 2 provides the isomorphism of (26). Choose 
a “suitable” basis for U, mod T and identify the corresponding linear forms 
with the LF for fixed i. The well-placedness condition agrees with the 
condition on the real numbers log 1 u;(~, i = 1, . . . . s, where uI, . . . . U, form a 
basis of U,. For each x E g’( U,) we agree to choose a representative with 
x0 = 1. Now we are plunged into the beginning of Section 4. 
Notice that H(x) in (5) is invariant under T in the following sense: 
x = (x0 3 **., .%I E WV,), 
W(w,, ‘..Y L-4) = Wb”, . . . . .u,)), Vt, E T. (41) 
Therefore work modulo T in each component of Yn( U,) and identify x 
with x, H(x) with M(x). Also, the definitions (27)-(31) and (33)-(40) 
identify, as do the statements in the Proposition together with those in 
Lemma 2. 
5 
Recall from the statement of the Proposition that the possibilities for 
orderings of 1 xilv as i and ZI vary are labelled by 1 EL. The definitions of 
U, and 0, are recalled from (29) and (30). The following Lemma was 
proved in [2]. Part (ii) is an application of Baker’s Theorem. Part (iii) is 
really (7) (consequent upon Schmidt’s Theorem). 
LEMMA A. (i) For all x E U, corresponding to IE L, 
log N,(x) = log H(x) + 8, + 0( l/log H(x)). (42) 
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(ii) For all xE o,,, 
log N,(x) = log H(x) + O(log log H(x)). 
(iii) For all x E Y’“( 17,) with (6) (i.e., no vanishing sub-sum), 
log NC(X) > v 1% H(x), 
where v > 0 is constant. 
(43) 
(44) 
Note. The constants implied by the big 0 notation in (i) and (ii) depend 
upon the A,, B, in (29), (30). 
Proof of Theorem. Break up the counting function into three parts, 
according to the three parts of Lemma A: 
N&d= #{x:N,.(x,<q,xGJ 
+#{x:N<(x)<q,xd&-Uo} 
+ #(x:N,(x)<q,x@,} 
= N,(q) + N,(q) + N,(q). 
For N,(q) use parts (iii) of Lemma A and of Proposition 1: 
N,(q)~#{x:vH(x)<q,x~8,} 
= o((iog qy--2+y. 
Write U,,, for those x E U,, corresponding to I E L. Similarly, o,,! for those 
XE oO. Decompose N1(q), 
N,(q)= 1 #{x~Uo,,:logN,(x,<logq). 
IOL 
According to formula (42), 
log N,(x) = log H(x) + 8, + 0( l/log H(x)) for XE U,,,. 
We may suppose that log H(x) > (log q)“* because those x which fail to 
satisfy this inequality are at most O((log q)“““. in number. Thus it is 
sufficient to estimate 
c if {= uo,,: 
e 
ISL 
1% fm) + 0, < 1% 4 + (log 242) y2 1 
CL { 
# xE0~,,:logH(x)+e,<logq+ 
e 
= 
IOL 
(log ;p I 
-# xE~~,,-uUo,,:logH(x)+e,<logq+ 
{ 
e 
(log2q2)‘,2 II . (45) 
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Combine this with N,(q), taking into account formula (43) en route, 
N,(q) + N*(q) 
= c # {xd,,,: log fqx) + 8, < log q + e 22 
/EL 
(log q)“’ I 
+~(#{XE8~-Uo:IlogH(X)-logq(<8,,loglogq)). (46) 
In order to count the elements of o,, use part (iv) of the Proposition. This 
gives an estimate for the first part of (46) of the form 
ez4(i0g q)nA + e,,(iog q)ns-l + o((iOg qy 1). 
It remains to give an estimate for the expression 
#(~~Zi~-u~:~l0g~(x)-l0gq1<8,,10~10~~j. 
This is obtained using the notation of Section 3, by showing that 
#{~E~~--~:IM(~)-QI<~?,~~~Q,=O(Q~’ -Z+E), (47) 
(note that Q =log q). Since we are outside of VO, at least one of the 
inequalities in (37) must fail. Assume it fails when j = 1, 
wk) < M:(S) + e,, i0g M(Z). (48) 
Also. assume that 
/~~l~j(n)-Ql<e~~logQ. (49) 
j=l 
These integer points all lie inside the region of V defined by the same 
inequalities. Their number increases if the inequalities (48), (49) are 
replaced by 
M,(x) < KY&-) + e,, log Q 
IM(x)-QI<eulogQ. 
(50) 
This can be reduced to a much simpler problem using the following device. 
The function M defines a Euclidean norm upon V= R”“, that is, a function 
which vanishes only trivially, which respects scalars, and satisfies the tri- 
angle inequality. Since any two Euclidean norms on R”” are commensurate 
we decide instead to work with the one defined by 
IX I = max { I wxji I 1, (51) 
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where V= iRs@ . . . 0 R” = R”“, x = (xi, . . . . x,), and each xj = (xj,, ..,, xjs) E 
R”. Also, we can think of M,(T) - M:(- ) x as a linear form on V (piecewise 
it is). The problem then reduces to the following: suppose L: V+ R is a 
linear form, count the points SE Z”@ ... 0 Z” which satisfy 
and 
I L(x)1 < 032 1% Q 
llxl-QI<blogQ. 
The number is obviously bounded above by 
&Qns-‘(log Q)““== O(Q”“-2+“). 
This completes the proof. 
APPENDIX AND CORRIGENDUM 
In the proof of the main theorem in this paper results have been used in 
the general case which were proved in [2] only for a special case. The 
generalisation is routine but it seems worthwhile to state the general 
theorems, also to correct an error which occurred in [a]. 
Let K denote an algebraic number field of finite degree over Q. Suppose 
S is a finite set of valuations of K, containing all the archimedean valua- 
tions. Suppose also that if I(” E S and ) 1 v extends the p-adic valuation ( IP 
on Q then all the valuations which extend I JP are contained in S. Write U, 
for the group of S-units of K. Write B”(K) for n-dimensional projective 
space over K and let Y”(U,) denote the set of projective vectors all of 
whose entries are in U,. Suppose c,,, . . . . c, are non-zero constants from K. 
For x E P”( U,) define 
qx) = n I coxo + . . . + c,x, Iu, 
UC.9 
H(x)= fl max(Ix,l,, . . . . l-~l,}. 
DE.7 
Also, for the complex variable z define 
where we assume no vanishing subsum of coxo + . . . + c,x, and where we 
understand that the undefined terms (N,(x) = 1) have been omitted from 
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the summation. (It is a theorem that only finitely many x have to be 
omitted.) The group U, is a a finitely-generated abelian group and we 
write s for its torsion-free rank. 
THEOREM. (i) The series N,(z) has half-plane of convergence Re(z) > ns. 
(ii) N,(z) admits meromorphic continuation to the half-plane 
Re(z) > ns - 2 where it is analytic apart from simple poles at Re(z) = ns and 
ns- 1. 
(iii) The residues at these poles are given by the formulae 
z = ns 
where o and R, denote (respectively) the number of roots of unity in K and 
the S-regulator of K. Also 8,, e2, . . . . will denote a sequence qf rational 
numbers which depend upon n and s only, 
where h*(K) denotes the “average height” of P”( U,) and is defined in the 
following way. The real numbers log 1 u (“, v E S, u E Us, form a Z-module L 
of rank s. Take a direct sum of n copies of this module, call it M. The valua- 
tions v E S give rise to s + 1 linear forms on each copy of L. Index these 
forms on the ith copy of L by 1,. Then h*(K) is the integral over the unit 
cube inside M 0 [w of the function h* defined b? 
h*((m,, . . . . m,)) = max (max { LV(m,))}. 
i 
Note. This residue was calculated incorrectly in [2 3. 
Also the following results hold for the height counting function defined 
H(z) = 1 (log z-z(x)) ---, ZEC. 
XEb”(U,) 
Let H,(x) (resp. H,*(x), Hz*(x)) denote the largest (resp. second, third 
largest) element of { 1 x0 I”, . . . . 1 x, I,}, where repetitions are allowed. Given 
constants A, > 0, B, > 1 for each v E S, define 
< A, exp( - B, log log H(x)) 
<A, exp( - B, log log H(x)) . 
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Define 
Ho(z) = c (log H(x))-‘, H,(z) = c (log H(x))-z, z E c. 
-YE uo .XE Do 
THEOREM. (i) H(z) has half-plane of convergence Re(z) > ns. 
(ii) H(z) admits meromorphic continuation to Re(z) >ns--2, where it 
is analytic apart from simple poles at z = ns, ns - 1. 
(iii) The residues at these poles are 
(iv) H(z) - H,,(z) is analytic for Re(z) > ns - 1. 
(v) H(z) - R,,(z) is analytic for Re(z) > ns - 2. 
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